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Using a combination of new microfabrieation techniques together with conventional- processing, we have made sil-icon MOSFETs with channels only a few
tens of nanoneters wide. Since they are ciean, weJ.l characterized, and
have a varj.able electron density controlled by the gate' these devices are
exceLlent for studying eLectron transport j-n smalL structures. These snalltransistors have been used to study one-dimensional conduction and a
variety of new quantum transport and single el-ectron effects.

Recenf advances
fabricar-ion have made
with criticai- dimensions
of nanometers [x,2,3].

in
high resolution
possible silicon I,IOSFETS
as small as severaL tens
These devices have

for the

been

of elect,ron
conduction in one-dimensionaL structures whe.re
quantum transport and single electron effects are
important. Understanding the conduction processes
in these nanostructures is important for defining
the fundamental l-imiLations of existing devices
and, perhaps, for provid.ing clues to fruitful
directi-ons in the search for new devices.
used as nanolaboratories

stucly

A silicon MOS inversion layer is a two-

that can easil-y be formed
.into compJ.ex shapes by simply patterning the gate
electrode. The transist,ors used in our electron
transport egperiments are n-channel polysilicon
gate devices with refractory metal_ contacts nade
using optj-caI lithography for all- but the final
gate pat,tering. This high resolution step is done
dimensj.onal el-ectron gas

vrith eLect,ron

beam

lithography and ptasna etching,

l-eading to finaL Linewidths as small as 20 nm.
The gate geonetry of these devices generatly

Figure 1 Top and side view of 40 nanometer wide
sil_icon I-fOSFET.

comprises l-ong, narrow sections with probes along

the effect

the edge for monitorlng Local potentials.

electrons

of such a device is shown j.n
Fig. 1. The upper micrograph is a top view of the
gate of a completed device. The current flows
fron the source on the left t.o the Clrain on the
right through the narrow (40 nm) channel segment.
The lower micrograph is sholrs a perspective view
of the same device. The metaL Layer, patterned
using electron beam lithography, acts as a mask
for reactive ion etching of the uncterlying
pol-ysilicon gate, the gate oxide, and the silicon
substrate. By forming a pedestal in the
substrate, the electron gas can accurately
confined to a region direct.ly under the gat.e
An exanpl,e

electrode.

1 j-s onLy about

r dn area small enough
that it shoulcl contain onJ-y a few tens or hundreds
of conduction electrons and, a1so, only tens or
hundreds of oxide interface traps. For these
reasons, discrete conductance effects should be
easy to observe.
10-10cmz

Figure 2 shows the conductance of such

a

channel as a function of time. The
characteristics are Clominated by a randon
slritching of the conductance betvr'een tvro wetl
defined states. These states correspond to a
singLe electron being captured by a sing!-e oxide
interfase state between the center tvro probes in
the region labeled ,,Bil in the figure. Not,e that

in

the change in

scattering

for

the channeL cau-ced by this single

event is easily

neasured and aLso that

it

is

delocalized enough that it can be observed beEween
voLtage probes several tenths of microns avJay from
the trapping

site

(regions ilAr and rCil in the

figure).
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Figure

At roon temperature, even these small devices
behave like conventional MOSFETs, but at 1ow
t,enperat,ures, a variety of novel effects become
important. The region between two probes in Fig.

of

2

2SEcoNDs

l,\

in uospET channel.
f,i}Ilng of a singLe interface trap.

conductance sh'itching

'

due to

of the scattering events
sholrrn in Fig. 2 is related to the more general
phenomena of universal- conductance fluctuations
for lrhich these UOSFETS are alnost ideaL test
structures. Classically, electron conduction is
deternined by the number and strength of
scatteri-ng 'sites. rn a system with a small nunber
of scat,terers and an electron coherence Length
approaching the sample size, interference effects
associated with the electron scattering events
become important. This interference wiLL give the
sample a clistinctive conductance ,,f ingerprintn
that, wilt vary between nominauy identicalty
The nonLocal nature

or in a single sample lrhen the position of
the scatterers is changed or a magnetic field j-s
applied. Recent rheory has predicted that the
magnitude of the conductance fr-uctuations scar-es
as i'he ratlo of the sample size tc the ineiastic
scattering length t4). When these lengths are
comparabie, the fluctuation.s will be of order
e'/h.
samples

lteasurements on these small

UOSFETS
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have been

made over a wiile range of sample sizes and

t

ineLastic scat,tering lengths tsl.
The magnituite
of the conductance fluctuations as a function of
magnetic field (Sg) has been compared $rith theory
using only the inelastic siattering length and
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as parameters. Fj.gure 3 shows the
excellent agreement betlreen the measured and
ln

decades

conductance.

t3

Conbining high resolution patterning
techniques with variable electron density
controlled by a gate has made si uosFETs a
Polrerful tool for studying quantum transport
effects. Extending this technology to other
naterial systems, like GaAs, should further expand
our knowledge of electron transport in smalI
t

systems.
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